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REFLECTIONS OF A GHOST EDITOR
Having been praised beyond the expectations of living mortals
in the last issue, Ifeel like thefigure in the coffin who raises his head
to say, "Before I go, just one more thing . . . ." Except that I have
several things I want to say, and I am grateful for the use of this
familiar space to say them.
Since I've been on leave for the past year, removed from the
daily pile of manuscripts and the daily round of painful editorial
decisions, I have had time to think about the reasons why I have been
lugging manuscripts with me everywhere I go for the past six years.
I never felt it as quite the noble endeavor so graciously described
by Jim. Butler in the last issue. I think it would be more accurate to
say that it satisfied my own need for involvement in the literature of
today. As a teacher I am mainly involved with the writings of the
masters of the past, but as an editor I have been privileged to search
for and occasionally discover contemporary talent. The greatest
satisfaction has come from the recognition and publication of writers
in the early stage of their careers.
The greatest disappointment has been the realization that the
audience for contemporary fiction and poetry is not equal to the
writers and poets, either in number or sophistication. To put it
another way, I have become convinced that there are more people
devoted to the art of writing than to the art of reading.
One cannot be exposed to thousands of manuscripts without
being impressed by the dedication and hard work each represents.
That awareness makes it difficult to send out the rejection slips that
must inevitably be the fate of the majority. The faith and hope of
writers is simultaneously touching and inspiring. They labor on
and on, with only the slimmest hope of publication and with virtu-
ally no chance that the financial rewards will ever compensate for
the hours expended. In many of the stories and poems, moreover,
there is a degree of craftsmanship and technical expertise that is
admirable and hard-won. There is artistry worth applauding, but
it is not even being read, let alone applauded.
What troubles me is my impression that the audience for
serious contemporary writing is so small, even among educated
people who teach and write themselves. Perhaps too many are so
accustomed to the instant gratification of television entertainment
(continued on Page ^3)
A Lesson in Hunter Safety
MARY CLEARMAN
LAURA STOOD in the doorway of the VFW Club and peered
into the dark sanctuary of middle-aged men. From along the
bar and from tables farther back in the gloom the drowsy regulars
roused themselves to stare at her, the intruder. The overheated old
cavern was thick with smoke and the smell of draught beer. Even
the football game on the overhead television screen had been
turned down so low that the flickering figures in uniform seemed
like ghosts from a faraway world of combat come to haunt these
sleepy and wellfed veterans.
The bartender hauled himself off his elbows and made his way
down the bar toward Laura, squinting against the late afternoon
sunshine that flooded through the door behind her.
"You bringing a kid to the hunter safety class? They're having
the meeting in the basement. Take the left-hand turn," he advised,
and turned back to the game.
Apparently several parents and sons had been searching out
the hunter safety course ahead of her and Robin. Self-conscious
and pretending she did not see the row of sleepy eyes that opened
wide enough to follow her, Laura sidled past the bar and went
down the basement stairs. Robin, aloof but keeping so close that he
was almost trampling her heels, clutched the paper and pencil he
had been instructed to bring.
She had never been in the VFW Club before. The odor of men
going about their male doings made her edgy as a hunted thing
even though she had seen them replete and satiated with beer. The
basement, with its sheetrocked walls and echoing cement floor, re-
called less taboo suppers-and-bingo, but Laura still felt alien. The
old dread of opening a door upon a roomful of strangers kept her
lingering at the foot of the stairs, examining a thirty-year-old
tinted aerial photograph of VFW headquarters in Pennsylvania
that perhaps had been hung when the club was wide awake and
active.
"Mother!" muttered Robin in her ear, and Laura opened the
door.
Nothing had prepared her for the din. It was still only five
minutes to seven, but the room was crowded with perhaps fifty
squirming boys and a few girls. The racket made her think wildly
of a giant chicken house at feeding time. She could not take her
hand off the doorknob. Never had she encountered so much un-
directed energy. It boiled through the room, erupting in spurts of
arguments or scuffles over the one or two remaining chairs. All
the folding seats set out along the tables for the meeting had been
taken by firstcomers who glared angrily at prowling invaders.
"I see now why they never advertise this class," said Laura
over her shoulder to Robin.
Robin ignored her. Completing the hunter safety course was
the only way he could get a license to hunt before he was sixteen
and he had made up his mind he was going to get a license. "Over
there," he said. Laura, following the jerk of his head, saw a row of
filing cabinets across the back of the room. It was a place to perch.
Robin swung himself up and after an involuntary glance over her
shoulder to see if she were making herself conspicuous, Laura
scrambled up beside him. Her legs dangled, exactly the same
length as her son's, as like him as a twin in washed-out blue levis
and cowboy boots.
Once high and dry in their corner, Laura felt enough at ease to
watch the crov d. In the next ten minutes another twenty or thirty
boys and a few fathers came down the basement stairs, looked
with bewilderment through the door, and were sucked into the
maelstrom. Boys were jostling two and three deep along the walls
or hunkering down in corners.
The policeman who taught the hunter safety class, Fred
Flisch, was dressed in an ordinary sports shirt and pants this
evening, but he gripped a short rod like a swagger stick in front of
him and everyone knew who he was. His eyes, sunken above his
chops, roamed over the racketing ten- and twelve- and fourteen-
year-olds, counting them; and the boys sneered back at him,
bright-eyed.
The three or four other adults in the room, men, were leaning
back against the walls, resigned to the few minutes they had to
spend in bedlam before they could leave and have a few beers until
time to pick up their kids again. Meanwhile they shrugged and ex-
changed glances, glad it was Flisch and not themselves who had to
face this pack of cubs. Mean little devils! Oh, everybody's kid was
all right by himself, of course. Really decent. Maybe prone to a
little trouble like all kids. But in a pack like this, all together?
Flisch might be an ornery son of a bitch himself, but hell! Who else
would tackle a job like this? And Flisch continued to pace the
room, his back as broad and thick as a prime steer's, his eyes on
the children.
LAURA GLANCED at her son, wondering what he was think-
ing. Robin's face was unreadable under his heavy thatch of
black hair. That was Robin, watching the world through skeptical
dark eyes that never missed a thing and never gave a thing away.
When he was a toddler strangers had stopped to look at the
striking little boy with the beautiful dark eyes. Now at thirteen he
was slim and dark and shaggy and had the beginnings of a
moustache on his upper lip. He was growing almost visibly. In a
few months Laura wouldn't be able to borrow a pair of clean levis
from him the way she had this evening. The surge of good feeling
came back to remind her: at least she had done a good job with
Robin.
She felt someone watching her from across the room and
looked up to see Flisch's assistant, a beefy young man with a crew-
cut and jowls like Flisch's. He wore a fluorescent orange hunting
vest as buoyant as a life jacket. Laura had seen him earlier, pre-
tending to be counting stacks of hunter-safety booklets but all the
time stealing looks at the pandemonium behind him, and she had
recognized his fidgeting as teacher's stage fright. Laura now
dropped her eyes, blocking off the familiar inward taunts that
rang louder inwardly than all the racket of the hunter safety class.
Does he know who you are? Something about you? Or is it just that
not many women come to this class? It's probably supposed to be for
fathers and sons.
Boys kept pushing into the room, jostling others and raising
tides of protest. Laura thought there must be a hundred of them.
The air had gone stuffy.
At last Flisch stopped his pacing, knuckles glistening on his
short rod. "How many you kids under twelve?" he demanded.
About half the pack raised their hands. Everybody looked
around to see if their friends were raising their hands, took their
own hands down, argued with the neighbors over how old they
were, changed their minds.
"All you guys under twelve, you're gonna have to leave. We're
gonna have another class in a few weeks. You can take hunter
safety then."
"Awww!" rose the wail. They wanted to take the class right
now. Right now!
"If you're under twelve, you can't go hunting this year anyhow.
You have to be at least twelve before it's legal. You can come back in
a few weeks. We're gonna get another class organized."
At last about thirty of the younger boys were chased out, com-
plaining as they went. Even then there were not enough applica-
tion forms to go around and Flisch's assistant went to bring an-
other stack.
Robin was passed an application card and an instruction
manual. Laura got an orange NRA booklet entitled "When Your
Boy or Girl Asks for a Gun." The sketch of the smiling American
family on the cover reminded her of a picture from a child's
primer. Robin scowled at the booklet from under his dark shag of
hair.
"They ought to have a picture of the old man in his undershirt
yelling how he'll break the kid's rifle over his head if he don't leave
him alone," Robin hissed.
"You better be quiet," said Laura. But to herself she was
pleased. Robin had never bogged down in the slough of the pre-
dictable where so many of her students seemed permanently
mired. He would never be sucked into a pack. At least she had
taught him to question. The implied criticism of his father she
probably ought not to allow; her twinge of guilty pleasure told her
that. But it was Robin's own assessment; at least he thought for
himself.
Flisch's assistant, sounding angry as he raised his voice to be
heard, explained how the application card must be filled out,
where the parent or guardian must sign, and how the kids could
get their hunting licenses at half price if they asked for student
tags and showed their cards. Robin had filled out his card before
the assistant could finish his explanation. He handed it to Laura to
sign.
"Where'd you say to put our names?" shouted a very small boy
in the back of the room. His cry loosed a torrent.
"We supposed to turn these in now?"
"What'd you say?"
"What?"
"Hold it down!" Flisch bellowed. He patrolled the room, step-
ping over legs and gripping his little rod, while his assistant ex-
plained everything all over again. Laura turned the application
card over and looked at the blanks Robin had filled with his
cramped penmanship.
"Do you really want to do this?" she asked. At first she had
thought he was joking when he had announced that he was going
to attend the hunter safety class and get his hunting license. She
still could not be certain he was serious. Looking at him now, she
was struck as she had been a thousand times before at how much
Robin was like her. The velvety fringed eyes and the soft dark
skin, even the rounded limbs exactly the same size as hers under
the denim shirt and the blue levis washed to velvet. A part of her,
exactly like her except for the silken moustache beginning to
claim his upper lip like insidious, growing maleness.
"Mother!" said Robin, annoyed. "We already talked about that.
And Granddad's counting on it." He reached over and repossessed
the card she had already signed.
NOW FLISCH was explaining the requirements for passing the
hunting safety course while the assistant took his turn in
prowling up and down, bumping into legs and elbows, and glaring
down impudent grins. His resentful gaze strayed to Laura on her
file-cabinet perch and she willed herself still against discovery.
All the children had to pass the hunter safety course before
they could get a hunting license. That much Flisch could hold over
them. Otherwise no legal hunting, no rifle until they were sixteen.
He read aloud a list of rules called the Ten Commandments of
Hunting.
"You will know these by heart," he said, glaring around at the
smirking boys who had crawled around behind him. "Word for
word. We're gonna give you a test, and you have to get 88 on it to
pass. The national requirement, it's only 80, but here in Carr
County we say you have to have 88."
One boy raised his hand. "What if we don't?" And his friends
tittered, as delighted as if he had posed an unanswerable dilemma.
"Then you don't get no hunting license. And furthermore. It
don't matter what you get on that test. Even if you get 100 per cent
on that written test, it still don't matter. We got to sign it where it
says you passed. And we catch one of you pulling some stunt"—he
paused to let the words sink in, walking the length of the room
with his stick gripped hard in front of his belly while the boys be-
hind him caught each others' eyes and quivered with the held-in
giggles
—"we catch you pulling some stunt, you're never gonna get
no license. We'll pull your card and that'll be the end of it, no
matter what you get on that written test. No way you'll get to hunt
till you're sixteen."
The boys began to snicker. Scuffles broke out all over the
room, intensified by the heat and the crowd of young bodies in-
truding against others. They punched each other, pretending they
were being funny about it, but the glitter of their eyes gave them
away. Application cards were snatched, torn, spun from hand to
hand. Noise rose like a tidal wave and Laura, crouched back on the
file cabinet, thought of the men in the bar upstairs, entrenched
over their beer and lulled by the silent combat of the televised foot-
ball game. It was a wonder the ceiling didn't buckle under them.
"All right, all right! Let's keep it down!" shouted Flisch. He
and his assistant stalked up and down the room, their faces pulled
into masks threatening a grim fate to whelps that failed to take
hunter-safety seriously. The weight of their faces dragged order
among the children nearest them, but chaos and laughter broke
out as soon as the adults moved on. But there was a change; their
inward antagonism turned into united defiance of the adults.
"That prick Flisch is gonna get it!" hissed Robin. Laura
glancing up, saw that her son's eyes gleamed in a face as flushed as
the other children's.
"Robin!" she said, appalled.
"Well, you know what he did to Mike Worrick's brother! I sup-
pose that makes you think he's hot stuff! I suppose you think a kid
deserves to have his ribs broken—
"
"I didn't say anything of the kind!" began Laura in an angry
whisper, but Robin had already withdrawn from the argument.
He was listening intently to Flisch, who somehow had been drawn
off on a patriotic tangent.
"And we live in a great state. The greatest. You want to ap-
preciate Montana, you got to go someplace else to live for awhile
and try to go hunting or fishing there. You're gonna run into
garbage everywhere and you're gonna meet people who got no
respect for nobody or nothing. You gotta go see it to believe it."
Robin was expressionless, but his eyes slid around to see how
Laura would respond.
"What's the matter?" she whispered, knowing it was a test.
"Nothing." He withdrew again, offended. Laura could feel
from the stiff flesh of his young neck and arms that he was pained
at her refusal to share his disgust. And yet she sensed still another
barrier. Would he let her agree with him? From across the room
Flisch's assistant, almost submerged in spite of his billowing
orange jacket by the turbulence of the pack, was also watching
her. Laura kept her own face carefully blank.
The current story about Fred Flisch going around the college
campus was about a house party he had raided a few weeks ago. The
kids had had no warning and couldn't get rid of whatever it was,
mescaline or something—or worse yet, according to the preferred
version of Laura's freshman composition students, they would have
had plenty of time to flush it down the toilet except that Flisch had
bulled his way in and worked over a couple of the boys. The students
said that one of the boys had had a cracked rib, another a ruptured
spleen. Laura hadn't believed them. Not that Flisch was incapable of
it; she could believe almost anything of those slow furious eyes and
the meaty hands locked on their stick. But surely no parent would
remain silent?
Or would they? For the basement tonight seethed with the
hostility of sixty or more boys who, after a few meetings like this
one, were to be armed and turned out on the countryside for hunt-
ing season with a card stating that he knew the Ten Command-
ments of Hunting and had passed the test with a score of 88. Laura
found herself hoping they all had responsible fathers and then
realized that she, Flisch, and Flisch's assistant were the only adults
in the room. The others had dropped off their children and made
their escapes. For some reason the father-son sketch on the cover of
the hunter-safety booklet must have caught her imagination.
^ A FTER ALL," Flisch was telling the boys, "we've been around
.l\. for awhile. We've seen a thing or two. We're just telling you,
same as your dads would. And we ain't perfect, I wouldn't try to
tell you that. Like, we don't always bring in the game. We get
skunked, same as your dads do sometimes. No," Flisch conceded,
"we're not perfect."
"Don't you listen to him," the assistant spoke up. His mouth
smiled while his eyes roved anxiously back and forth above the
ricture, seeking rapport with the pack at any cost. "Him"—the
spaniel eyes turned to Flisch—"him, he got a nice six-point elk last
year. Me, I was the one got skunked." His laugh, divided between
Flisch and the pack,begged them all to be part of the guys, one good
bunch of people.
"Wonder if I should tell him what my dad got!" sneered Robin.
"Robin!" said Laura, for once more disturbed than pleased at
his jab at his father. The tide below her was swelling and it seemed
to her that not even Flisch could keep a semblance of order much
longer.
Oblivious, however, Flisch had begun a lecture on how they
should clean up after themselves. "It makes me sick to find garbage
everywhere, even way out in the hills. Probably dumped by one of
them that don't have no respect for this country or themselves
either. I catch any of you throwing beer cans or whathaveyou"—the
long rhetorical pause, the glare around the room—"or whathaveyou,
I'll skin you myself."
Flisch's assistant began to tell a story.
"Some of you may know Steve Lambert, he runs the western
goods store here in town. Well, his father, old Saylor Lambert, he's
got a ranch down by Cascade. South of here."
The mention of Saylor Lambert distracted her attention from
Robin, for Laura too had lived south of Cascade and remembered
Saylor as an old man who kept a tight thumb on all he owned,
which was a lot.
"Old Saylor Lambert, he's got a fishing pond on that ranch of
his. We went down there, me and Mr. Flisch"—the spaniel eyes
made the acknowledgement—"and we fished his pond. We didn't
have no luck. And beings I wasn't getting no bites, I figures I may
as well do something. So I gets one of them net onion sacks like I al-
ways carry in the camper. I starts gathering up beer cans, all
kinds of crap, from around that pond.
"Pretty soon here comes Old Man Lambert in his pickup. *I
been watching you through my field glasses from the top of that
hill,' he says. 'You seen the guys that threw all this crap around my
pond?'
" 'No,' I says, *I ain't seen nobody. But I've been gathering up
this garbage for an hour.'
" *I know you have,' he says to me, 'I've been watching you.
And I want you to know, any time you want to hunt or fish on my
land, that's fine. You're always welcome. But that son of a bitch
that left those beer cans here, I'm gonna shoot that son of a bitch
if I ever catch him. And I'm layin' for him on the top of that hill.'
"
Boys were yelling all over the room. Laura could not hear the
end of the story, or the moral if it had a moral.
"Sick!" sneered Robin and she turned to him, but just then a
scuffle broke out in the corner behind the file cabinets. One boy,
shoved by a companion, lurched into Laura and recovered himself
without ever being aware of the contact. He threw himself at the
boy who had shoved him. Robin launched himself silently at the in-
vader's retreating back.
"Robin!" she cried.
"Hold it down!" bellowed Flisch. "We're just about out of time
tonight anyway!"
Somehow his voice just overrode the tide. He struggled on,
giving instructions about the next class meeting, what they should
bring with them, promising pictures of victims of hunting
accidents
—
"We'll let you see just what it looks like to have half of
your head blown off because you used the wrong gauge shell in
your shotgun."
By now every boy in the basement was shouting at his neigh-
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bor, but the effect was for Flisch; their eyes were fixed on Flisch,
their mouths frozen in grins as they waited for him to make a
move. Robin leaned against the filing cabinets, his young
shoulders quivering and his eyes shining. Even on her high perch
Laura was jostled again; then Robin was shoved back against her,
pinning her leg at a painful angle between his shoulder blades and
the files. He lurched away, pummeling the other boy.
Flisch's assistant had retreated to the locked gun cabinets at
the rear of the basements. His widened, fearful eyes met Laura's
again, and Laura abruptly drew her knees up against her chest,
hugging herself on her small threatened island. The other adults
had been wise to depart, she realized. Afraid of their own children
and yet reluctant to brutalize them into obedience. They'd rather
Flisch did it.
"Same time tomorrow night!" shouted Flisch. Don't forget to
learn your Ten Commandments!" At last he yielded to volume,
stepped aside, and let the pack storm the stairs.
LAURA WAITED on her high-and-dry cabinet until the base-
ment was cleared of all but the stragglers who had already lost
their application cards or who had had them snatched away. Robin
surfaced from a hooting, howling clan and went up to Flisch to turn
in his card.
Laura slid off the cabinet and waited for Robin. Maybe she
should not have signed his card. But she couldn't have denied him.
That would have been the nervous mother hampering the boy
growing up without a father. It was her fault he didn't have a
father; the least she could do was see he grew up normally.
Flisch took Robin's card. His eyes, weary in his overfed face,
flicked over Laura and registered nothing. He seemed deflated now
in the nearly empty room. The electric light fell straight down from
the ceiling; he did not even cast a shadow.
After all, nothing had happened.
"Mother!" said Robin. His face was flushed. "Can I go with
Mike?"
"Mike who?"
"Mike Worrick."
"I thought you and I were going out for pizza afterward."
"Yes, but—Mother! These guys are going to the Dairy Queen.
And I can walk home with Mike!"
They were halfway up the basement stairs. Robin was a step
ahead of her. Laura had to look up to meet his hot, urgent eyes. "I
don't know," she said. She had looked forward to the evening with
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Robin. She remembered how she had worried whether he would
make friends his own age here.
Someone was climbing the stairs behind them. Laura hastily-
made way for Flisch's assistant. "Excuse me!"
"That's okay," said the young man awkwardly. His arms were
full of hunter-safety pamphlets. Lugging the pamphlets, he fol-
lowed Laura and Robin out of the basement.
"Mother!" Robin urged.
"Oh. Go ahead. Just watch out for the traffic on College Avenue.
It's getting dark."
"Can I have a dollar for a hamburger?"
Laura dug in her handbag and found a dollar bill. The younger
Worrick boy, she saw, was waiting in the doorway of the VFW
Club. A few other boys also lingered on the street corner, ex-
pecting a ride or perhaps killing time on their own.
"Some class, right?" It was the young man, Flisch's assistant.
"I wouldn't want to try to teach it," Laura agreed. Robin had
snatched his dollar and torn off with Mike.
"Yeah"—he leaned against the wall with his armload of
pamphlets, trying to make conversation. "A lot of folks think Fred,
he's too rough on them kids. But you saw what they were like."
"Yes."
"And it's worse, other places. You know there's schools where
they got policemen right there in the halls?"
"Yes," said Laura.
"Hell, some adult's gotta be in charge. Only thing is, when it's
you and you know you got no answers, it makes you wonder.
Right?" he laughed awkwardly.
"Yes," said Laura for the third time. She recalled the panic of
her first year of college teaching, the realization that she had as
many answers as anyone. The awkward young man waited, trying
to think of something else to say. Laura retained a picture of him
armed with a nylon net sack that had once contained onions and
attacking the edge of an avalanche of debris.
"You wouldn't care to stay and have a beer?" he asked.
"No," she said politely. "I have to get home."
It was almost dark. The streetlights made a cavern of light
across the town, but the September wind was sharp against the
corners of buildings and the parked cars on both sides of the street.
Children still roamed the streets. A parting jeer floated back
through the evening gloom. Somewhere ahead was Robin. Laura
shivered as she left the dusty shelter of the VFW Club and made
her way into the chill.
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A Portfolio of Poets
'Though leaves are many, the root is one"
—Yeats
The following portfolio of poets is very special for readers of
Four Quarters and friends of La Salle. Each of the contributors has
studied at the College. Most are alumni. Many have had work
published here before as undergraduates—a rare distinction. And
one is currently a part-time student.
I am especially pleased to be able to look back, as instructor and
Poetry Editor, at the talent we havefostered. Through the teaching of
my colleagues, headed by that superlative professor of creative writ-
ing, Claude Koch, and the encouragement of our former President,
Brother Daniel Burke, both of whose remarkable poems often grace
these pages, our student writers have flourished. The culmination of
my own efforts as poetry booster involved the organization of an
annual workshop several years ago. In attendance were the likes of
Gwendolyn Brooks, John Logan, Lucille Clifton, William Heyen,
Al Poulin, and the late Anne Sexton. Under the spell of such
luminaries our young writers began to shed their own lovely light.
The works that follow reveal, for the most part, where our
talented poets have journeyed in that post-graduate period that
Auden called the unhappiest time. Happily, they have continued to
produce significant work. Practically all have published elsewhere;
some are fortunate to enjoy professions that involve the creative use
of their typewriters.
Justin Carisio will be attending writing seminars at Johns
Hopkins this fall. Having completed an M.A. in English at Ohio
University, Dennis Doyle will enter another masters program in
religious studies at Catholic University. Studying with W. D.
Snodgrass, Henry Jankiewicz earned his masters from Syracuse
University, where he has been teaching and playing "semi-
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professional fiddle" in a jug band.
Publications Editor at Pittsburgh's Chatham College, Chris
Hoffner free-lances for several periodicals as well. After a stint at
Transylvania College, Anne Maxwell has become a housing con-
tractor in Lexington, Kentucky; she regularly meets with other
women writers there. Tim Dlugos has published widely in Washing-
ton and in New York City, where he now lives and writes fund-
raising copy.
Managing a French restaurant here in Philadelphia provides
Karen Bennett with unusual poetic inspiration, and Ira Shaffer
has found his niche as Energy Coordinator in City Hall. With an
M.A. in Anglo-Irish literature from University College Dublin,
Mike Toner heads the medical library at the city's Scheie Eye
Institute. Working for a local radio station gives Neil Scranton the
opportunity to yoke his prolific energies to anotherform of creative
expression.
Substitute teaching and writingfor local newspapers have kept
Greg Scirrotto busy here in town. Having his M.A. from the
University of Florida, Joe Meredith has joined the teaching ranks
back at La Salle; our readers will recall his recent tour of duty as
Poetry Editor.
Certainly not finally we have Daniel Walker, a student who
writes with the promising zeal that has made our retrospective col-
lection of La Salle poets so resplendent.
A serious survey of the poems thatfollow will reveal extraordi-
nary talent. What impresses most, perhaps, is the versatility of the
voices. All the poets may have had their training here, but there the
commonality ends. Although the forms, the diction, the poetic
structures vary, the imaginative power and creative surety have ful-
filled every expectation.
Here, then, a florilegium we are proud to have nurtured.
-R. L.
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Intimations of Closing
on Opening Night
JOSEPH E. MEREDITH
The night you came, had I not sweated there,
biting my lip each time your mother winced,
primed for the gory climax of the scene
laboring nearer, I should never be convinced
such a thing had happened: the birth of light and air.
Almost. No witches' milk, no waxy scrim
to dim the glow, no slit-eyed tragic mask
to hint the thing is dust and must return.
But open-eyed you came, and sighing. As much to ask,
"Am I awake?" or "Where have I been?"
And only this to mark you: emphatic in the light,
just behind the pulsing fontanel—
at the crown of your head—a simple smear of blood.
Then a denouement of cleansing and none could tell,
the play complete, what I took into the night.
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Narcissus Bereft
HENRY JANKIEWICZ
Shut-eye, he knew who he was. When he stood
inside himself, his right was right,
his left was left. He was secure
before the eyes of earth and heaven.
Until he went before his own.
He held an apple in his left hand
—
the mirror claimed it was his right.
This made him unsure, and strange.
The photographs were different again.
He stared out of strangers' eyes, straight
into his own, left into right,
right into left, and turn as he might
physics hid his body from him;
when he flipped the picture over
to set his sides straight, to face
himself right—he drew a blank.
Now he has no idea what
is. In his naked eyes, his body is
headless, upside down. Deep
inside, he is invisible.
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The Furthest Adventures
of Nancy Drew
CHRISTINE HOFFNER
Your stocking seams were as straight as Ned Nickerson.
You discovered adventures among gentler pastimes, usually
on the advice of famed attorney Carson Drew (your dad)
who actually said Pshaw instead of shit
and whose legal practice was probably a genteel family myth.
In your roadster, however, you covered impressive ground.
No hunch was ever wrong: no surly man who failed to tip his hat
in Chapter One had finally gotten less than murder two.
And the clues flashed forties neon, bolting out of trees
at chapter ends look out!
And instantly your reflexes deflected
some murderous moving object, powerboat
or boa constrictor, from those poor,
funloving elephants, Bess and George, who trailed
behind the roadster on a bus, always lagging,
paying for their flings by being
gassed or gagged.
Some evening at The Lake
with the roadster at the curb,
and Carson dozing off, and
Bess and George gone off to—pshaw,
would Ned Nickerson suddenly
tickle your thigh
and suggest, "Let's get high"?
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Death of the Aerialist
JUSTIN CARISIO
The eyes of obsessed men turn to glass
With age. They cease to observe omens,
Their glint freezes, their stare congeals. Out of sync
With the body, they betray the ultimate acumen.
Scores of years on the wire brought him
To this: gypsy prayers to a God of charms.
Unholy lust for the forbidden geometry,
The blasphemy of inviting temptation with outstretched arms,
And the stare the moment pole met wire in brief
Cruciform, and the body jerked out of grace.
Defeated, he perched on his haunches overlooking the deep
The onlooking world— then collapse, token grasp
Release and fly. What he did in the end
He did freely: Before the vacant gaze
Of the dumbstruck, he abandoned his curious tangent
And flew at his foe with an ancient rage.
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the employer
ANNE MAXWELL
from his first day on the job
in clothes undoubtedly rolled into pillows
whenever he wasn't wearing them, I knew
I didn't like him
suffered him five months anyway, surly, erratic
baiting me into argument, the permanent ghost
of alcohol trembling in his hands
fired him, finally, while he cried and dramatized
booted him, with absolute satisfaction, out of my
daily operation, offering my hand, a drink sometime
offering friendship in the style of
the man who cannot lay a woman without telling
her he loves her, knowing full well he won't even
offer her breakfast
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White Petals
TIM DLUGOS
"The Republic lies in the blossoms of Washington." —Robert Ely
White petals
drop into the dark river.
Heedless of political significance,
they ride out to the sea like stars.
I'm the space explorer.
I travel to a planet
where there are not plants or animals.
Everyone lives in harmony.
I don't want to go home.
I'm the pioneer man and the pioneer woman,
both at the same time.
I build my house with my own hands,
and it's beautiful,
with simple, perfect lines.
I'm the farmer waiting for the vegetables
to grow, so I can eat.
I'm the hunter aiming at the bear.
I don't want to shoot it, but my family needs meat.
The bear gives me a long dumb animal look.
We'll use his skin for blankets,
his fat to light our lamps.
Our cabin will stink all night.
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I'm the cabin boy who graduates to captain.
Shipboard sex is rough, but it suits my taste.
I'm the man on the steps of the house
where the President's widow lives.
All night I wait for the stranger
to get out of his car
so I can flash my look of recognition.
I'm the cowpoke who sleeps with his horses,
I'm the man who loves dogs.
I'm the cranky President sneaking away
to swim in the Potomac.
I'm the black man.
I close my eyes
and it gets dark inside.
I feel the sun in my face.
I see the light through my eyelids.
It's bright, intelligent,
free of all cares.
I'm the heir of a great American family.
My success is guaranteed.
Unexpected tragedy is all that can stop me.
I'm the popular senator teaching his son to shave.
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Indications of the Internal
DENNIS DOYLE
Officially, I don't care about you.
You could, according to policy, die.
And it wouldn't faze me in the slightest.
Deep down, however, on the gut level,
I've noticed insurrectionist rumblings
That worry about what you've had for breakfast,
And I've detected rebellious tremors
That wonder if you've dressed warmly.
What had been practical legislation
Has gone far beyond practicality.
Revolution looms imminent. There is
Feeding and clothing to be done.
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Ink
KAREN BENNETT
Sweet Cuban coffee feeds our dreams,
some sweet Colombian we smoked
before we drank. Like ink, the marrow
in our bones like sap; like lines that cross,
our bodies' interchange. I inch my spine
to make me flat and let a sentence string
—
foot at the head, stomach at the verb.
Your eyes like giant commas, beautiful
and black. A needed pause along your torso's
curve, and then
my caffeinated body swims.
The bed is a crumpled page
smudged by our fingerprints and sweat.
Just before sleep, my mind becomes a transom
spilling poems; your mouth, a predicate.
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Lady Kay
M. P. TONER
Not for your firstcrop
burgundied whispering
only, dandelion kisses
and hint of ripening
blossoms on an April bough,
that pursed lingering
nor to be cap-a-pied
wild and inebriate, staggering
bold into your eyes
wassail-drowned
at a mere gesture, nor
in the sorceried
passage of your limbs
twining my words dumb
to their origin, bound
by your coven smile;
but for your gathering
handfold of dawn and dusk
fingertipped summons
voice metaphysical
singing my captive name
with all that vowelling
rhythm.
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Dying Harvest
DANIEL WALKER
The dried apricot roads
smooth out like porcelain
and spread lake-like
across the valley of sun.
Crawling invaders thrive
in the mud-like consistency
of the passway and make
summer cottages out of
cool crevices.
Castings of barnyard
truckwheels reveal
memories and visions
of the corn carried
Long ago.
The old blue wheatfields,
quiet for some time now,
the blasting sun has done its job.
For many years the yield
was full, but the 'weevils
went to work with great
diligence, and the frosty
field froze to stone.
A cool crude death
came with the winds, but
the biting air retired on
that Sunday when we
went to pay respects.
And again we rode
those cracking lines to
travel back to town,
the sun would follow
close behind, preparing
for our next harvest . . .
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Prayer: To Burn
GREGORY SCIRROTTO
God the Father
of all things good & great
of fire & cruel waters
of bright babies in the midnight
of men as beat as babies are bright.
God the Son
who took the pain of the nails
who died sweaty & smudged like an idol
who rose again like Houdini
who has no passion for fire.
God the Scoundrel Spirit
that has counted the weight of centuries
that has never returned the ounce
of a moment
that has seen the flames
that make men noble.
This is my body.
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M^yVta
I. D. SHAFFER
Yes, the night does not exist
For a lonely gaucho
Awaiting the advent of Christmas:
It is rather the lament of guitars.
Yes, it is a race with the devil
On a Spanish highway
And I am naked and fugitive
On these high plains
In a landscape of lizards
And cold absence of lilies.
Yes, each dawn I drink blood
From the heart of an Inca king
And break teeth on the spine
Of a condor blessed by saints.
Yes, the eyes are a dry river
And my sanctuary is a suicide's grave
When I cancel the past
When the moon sinks in water.
Yes, only a dream reveals
Where the sea begins:
But I will come to
A beach covered with tar
And there stop the waves
With my hands.
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Introduction & Fanfare
NEIL SCRANTON
There's a certain amount of faith I find
necessary to live in the world. Prove
to me nothing which I could not take blind,
and I will tell you, warm in my snug groove,
that it's only the broken shelf of the mind
we start to repair when we try to love.
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My Life with Jackie Robinson
M. M. LIBERMAN
Iy
M SITTING in a good seat in Ebbets field way back when, I
don't remember the year. I don't own a baseball encyclopedia
to find out and there are so many things I don't remember and so
many I've wanted to forget. It has to be some time after the war,
when I am feeling bad about myself. I can't recall, for example,
whether Billy Cox or Spider Jorgenson is playing third or whether
Eddie Stanky is still with the club or has gone to the Polo Grounds
with Durocher, or if Burt Shotten is managing, or Charlie
Dressen. There are many things I remember about the Dodgers,
but did I see them or hear them from Red Barber? I can't always
tell. I know I didn't see Rex Barney pitch his no-hitter. But the
game is still with me. I remember staying up longer than I wanted
to to listen to Red describe it. I know I was there when Carl
Erskine pitched his first major league game. It was against the
Cubs. Beating the Cubs was no great feat, but what I remember
was his warm-up pitches. He wasn't even cutting loose and the ball
came up there so fast it would scare you if you were sitting behind
home plate as I was. What I want to tell you about mainly is the
day I saw Jackie Robinson and Gil Hodges take the field together
in the way they did.
I have to avoid sentimentality in this. It would be all too easy
to fall into that big smarmy myth pit and slop around with the
boys of summer. I don't want to dish up a messy Brooklyn boyhood.
In fact I never had a Brooklyn boyhood, if I had a boyhood at all. I
was raised Upstate and my dreams had to do with Ivy League foot-
ball. I used to sit on the bench with the team because the football
coach's son was a friend of mine and watch Gil Dobie's last good
years at Cornell. I liked baseball but it never captured me until
later. When I went off to college at Easton because I couldn't get
into Harvard, Amherst or Bowdoin, I thought I was four inches
shorter and three miles uglier than any sixteen-year-old in the
world and I was no longer interested in football, baseball or much
of anything else. I became a Marxist for awhile until I met one. I
managed somehow not to flunk out of school, but I flunked out of
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the army very quickly. Nothing mysterious about it. Rifle, belt,
bayonet and full field pack weighed more than I did and I kept
passing out. My sergeant had more sense than my draft board and
he sent me to the hospital where a psychiatrist asked me if I liked
the army and I said no and he said he was sending me home. The
Army at that time, 1943, had more civilians than it needed. I went
home so down on myself the only time I looked in the mirror was
when I shaved.
My hero in Ithaca was Lester Handleman who played half-
back on the same team with All-American Bart Viviano. My
parents used to chaperone fraternity parties and so I knew
Handleman personally, a poor kid who was majoring in floral
culture in the Ag school and working his way through Cornell
doing janitor work in his fraternity house, Sigma Alpha Mu. He
also played baseball. He let me sit next to him on the bench once on
Spring Day when he was starting at shortstop against Columbia.
One of his fraternity brothers, Wally Sareysky, was pitching. In
the seventh inning Handleman and the third baseman had a
Columbia baserunner hung up and Handleman did something
wrong. I can't recall what it was. I think he threw late, or didn't
run the runner back far enough. Something like that. Anyway, the
runner was safe. Mr. Eckley, the Cornell coach, also a neighbor of
ours, had a fit. He started to rant. "The Jew," he kept saying, "The
Jew." The other players looked straight ahead, saying nothing. Of
course, Handleman never heard him, out there alone eating the
ball in humiliation. My own feelings were so numerous and so
heartfelt that I was dizzy. I could not begin to understand what
Eckley meant. What did making an error have to do with being a
Jew? What did not making an error have to do with not being a
Jew? If Coach Eckley didn't like Jews why had he started Lester
Handleman? And what about Sareysky? He was a Jew. Too many
questions for a kid eight, maybe nine years old around 1930. I
didn't wait to see the end of the game, but trudged home, very
tired, with a soreness in me that didn't ease for many years. As for
Lester Handleman, he died shortly after graduation, having con-
tracted blood poisoning working on an ice truck. He had stuck
himself with a pick, accidentally. I mourned him then and now.
AFTER THE WAR I worked for a time for the Poughkeepsie
New Yorker and the Syracuse Heraid-Journal and then I
quit newspaper work and went back to school, this time to get a
degree so that I could be certified as a secondary school teacher. It
was my mother's idea, but I didn't oppose it. I could not deny her
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argument that I wasn't getting anywhere. I was still living at
home, and I was always peevish and aimless and broke and when I
said O.K., I'll go to N.Y.U. and get a degree and become a teacher,
I had just had a searingly unsuccessful affair with a girl whom I
supposed I was in love with. I figured I might as well go to New
York, where I had a pretty good time, seldom went to classes,
never bought the assigned texts and got my degree. Master of Arts
in Education, in one year. It turns out my mother was right. Or at
least my professors at N.Y.U. agreed with her that I ought to be a
very good teacher. But I cannot get over altogether the idea that
what I ought to be is dead, because if I'd been a few pounds heavier
and a few inches taller and a little bit more muscular and a little
less edgy, that is, if I had been born a different person, I'd have
been killed in World War II along with my generation. Nonsense?
Of course it's nonsense. If it weren't nonsense, I wouldn't be trying
to make sense of it.
I take the New York Central to Times Square. There I take
the West End-Coney train to Borough Park and check in with my
cousin and her husband who is a perennially unemployed ex-
bookie thanks to Mayor LaGuardia. I stuff myself with a lot of
good delicatessen food and head for Flatbush to see my team go
against Ewell Blackwell. Jackie is too much for him. Blackwell
gives him something to bunt and Jackie beats it out. Jackie rattles
Blackwell and steals second. On the overthrow he takes third. Then
he steals home. That's the way Jackie does it, has to do it. Outplay
everyone until he is an old sick whitehaired man with a year to
live, though scarcely past middle age.Years later I make the same
trip, but before I go to the park I stop at Whitey's, next to the sub-
way and have two Irish whiskeys and then the bartender buys me
a third. I tell him I hear rumors that the Dodgers are going to L.A.
He says that's garbage, the Dodgers will never leave Brooklyn. A
couple of years later I remind the bartender of our conversation.
He doesn't want to talk about it. I have violated the barroom code.
I have spoken of death. This time no third drink on the house.
The Dodgers, my God, have brought a colored player up from
the minors. His name is Jackie Robinson. He's been doing fine at
Montreal and the Dodgers are going to make a first baseman out
of him. Branch Rickey says so. All hell breaks loose in baseball.
Some Dodgers threaten to quit. The Cardinals threaten to strike.
Durocher tells his team, cut the crap, he's only the first and you'd
better get used to the idea. Brooklyn fans wear "I'm for Jackie"
buttons. Jackie plays, poorly at first, then better, then best.
Country Slaughter spikes him. Greenberg tells him he knows how
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he feels and to hang in there. Peewee from Kentucky puts his arm
around him in public. Once again I am interested in baseball, a
game that somehow got lost with the others, at college, during the
war, somewhere in my thoughts, where nothing could compete
with an inner melancholy, that grey beast, the world's nastiest
head-hunting beanball artist. I can hardly wait for morning to
come these days to see how Jackie did the night before. Three for
four and two fine fielding plays. My day is made. Those days I was
teaching in a metal trades vocational high school upstate and
some days I didn't mind going to work.
When Peewee Reese put his arm around Jackie's shoulder one
day early in that first season when opposing players were yelling
nigger, that was a fine gutsy thing to do. A decent thing to do. But
that's what you're supposed to do anyway. Be decent. You don't get
any credit for that because you don't deserve any credit for that.
And when Hank Greenberg, in his last days in baseball, now with
Pittsburgh, turns to Jackie in friendship (Jackie is a baserunner
off first) and offers words of encouragement, doubtless recalling
his own hate mail when he was about to break Ruth's record in
Detroit, that was no more than he should have done. Hank was a
gent and why not? What I have in mind now is something else. I
have a seat, as usual behind home plate and the Dodgers start to
take the field. Gil Hodges is running just a little ahead of Jackie
and suddenly he squats quickly over a glove and Jackie, taking his
cue, squats too, behind him one yard (it happens so fast I wonder
how many noticed) and takes the glove, now a make-believe ball,
on the snap from center, and tucking it under his arm breaks
through the secondary to his position at second base. Gil, the
blocker, angles off to first. There is something breathtakingly out
of place about that little four-second scene. Professional baseball
players, in the dusty steam of a pennant drive, reliving for a
moment their days of glory as college football players, or more
likely, just horsing around, one of them a black man who will take
enough guff to kill three lesser men, as, I believe, it eventually did
him. In the moment I understood none of that. I saw only the
strangeness of it. Today I woke up understanding some of it. So
many years later. Yes, in one playful movement of his huge and
graceful body, Hodges put behind all of us the bad days of Jackie's
first year in white baseball, but that's not all of it or even most of it
for me. I now see, as I couldn't then, that these heroes of mine were
kids, after all, as I was, after all, a kid. Their transgressions,
whatever they were, can be pardoned, as their glory need not be
taken too seriously.
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Two Shortest Stories
HEIMITO VON DODERER
(translated by Vincent Kling)
Breakfast
THIS MORNING, while feeling somewhat absent-minded, I
had breakfast in my bath. I poured my tea into the container
meant to be used for brushing my teeth and threw two lumps of
sugar into the bathtub, but these did not suffice to sweeten so large
a volume of water in any perceptible degree.
Destiny
SHE WAS YOUNG, she was pretty, she was buxom, healthy
and happy. All well and good, but there must be a catch of
some kind or else it wouldn't have grown into a story. Now then!
She had a steady job; the ladies of her clientele thought the world
of her; she took pleasure in her work and she pursued it in modern,
well-lighted, well-ventilated, white-tiled surroundings. Yes, we
know all that, but—. She became acquainted with a young man,
and he was a nice lad, a decent fellow, likewise in secure work.
They had first met two or three times in a park. Aha! At their
third meeting he asked her what profession she practised. "I'm a
ladies' wash-room attendant," she said, despondently gazing
straight ahead for some seconds and then adding, as if by way of
excuse, "at the main train station." "That won't do," he said. And
left her right then and there.
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Property Line
SUSAN IRENE REA
Having told me poetry
is sinful, you add that I
must stay out of your yard,
stringing those words between us,
a wire that spikes the sun.
Caught there, an orange balloon,
it is punctured; light
leaks away. You wear the darkness
smartly, like a navy cape.
I am shocked. My poems
are shocked. We hold a conference,
consider hanging ourselves
along the property line.
Strung between two worlds,
we'd be shredded
on the setaceous air. Or perhaps
you could mine my sedum,
blow us all
into the barbed dark.
You must be very watchful. Poems
are everywhere, little Houdinis,
always escaping.
Another inch of tendril
and my grape vine
will have trespassed. How innocently
it creeps, plumping out
its silent purple
wishes. My borage leans across
your fence, humming
and nodding its blue heads.
Raspberries offer up
their clustered brooches. Day
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shatters the stone night
into pink gems, into cries
of love.
Think of that. Would
you stop all song, freeze
the birds to the air
like a wallpaper pattern?
Oh, may the notes always rain
onto my side of the driveway,
stirring the dust. You will never
keep poems out; every night
they'll slip into
your close cage, trundling
along their airs and griefs
and hungry bodies.
White Nights
HERTA KRAUJA
(translated by Inara Cedrins)
Day bore off its light
and night forgot
to spread out darkness.
I stand on a nonexistent bridge
in the center of a milky stream.
As in a dream
I grasped for a coltsfoot leaf,
for rushes' hair
—
my hand remains empty,
all things float by.
In a white fairy-tale
morning would dawn on the shore—
my restlessness
has no shore to stop at.
I stand on a nonexistent bridge
and squeeze my heart
in my palm.
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Wood^ Stone^ Metal and Bone
ED PEACO
THAT MORNING the key to the padlock on the tool cabinet
was missing again. Rich Lomax looked all over the workshop
for it while McFee, kneeling on the concrete floor, made a tripod
out of three ten-foot two-by-eights joined with a nut, bolt, and
clamp. When Lomax came back empty handed and saw George
Dumo, wearing those stupid cutoffs and talking with that long face
to McFee, he knew that Dumo had locked the key inside the
cabinet again.
The tractor shovel had broken down again. Even if they knew
what was wrong they could not repair it before the burial that
afternoon because the wrench and the ratchet set were locked in
the cabinet and this time they could not burn off the lock with the
acetylene torch because the flints for the torch were also locked in
the cabinet. And McFee would not let anybody use a burning
rolled newspaper to light the torch. Dumo did it that way until the
time he lit the torch and stomped out the burning newspaper next
to an open can of naphtha and almost blew up the workshop.
Without the tractor shovel, or any means to repair it, McFee
and Lomax decided the only way to move the concrete vault from
the workyard to the gravesite was by lifting it with a hoist at-
tached to the make-shift tripod, backing a pickup truck under the
vault, driving out to the gravesite and unloading it the same way.
Rich liked McFee at times like this. Ever since McFee was pro-
moted from grounds worker to supervisor after the mechanic quit,
McFee always gave Lomax the chance to think about problems
that mattered.
Bill Dole came in and they were all talking. Dole's tee-shirt
was spotted grey with concrete poured two days ago when they
made the vault. Around the middle of his head he wore a red
bandana which gave his unruly hair and untrimmed beard the ap-
pearance of a mass of frayed electrical wires bound in the middle.
"I didn't; I couldn't of," Dumo said.
"But you were the last one to leave last night," McFee said.
"If he sabotaged the cabinet then I crippled the tractor," Dole
said; "I drained off all the oil yesterday when nobody was looking."
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"Now you shut up," McFee said. "You ^ys are just fuckin' off
while Rich and I are trying to work with what we have."
Now that they had finished thinking about the problem,
Lomax did not like McFee so much. McFee was throwing his
weight around again as if he owned the place, and Lomax wanted
no part of it. He would take the first chance he got today to side
again with Dumo and Dole.
McFee said, "This morning: Rich, you get on the rest of that
mowing and you two guys get onto that sod-laying. If we got a
funeral today this place has to look nice. We move the vault after
break."
Lomax regretted that McFee gave him the better job; it would
be that much more difficult to get back on good terms with Dumo
and Dole. Cutting grass made you forget you were alive, but lay-
ing sod forced you to work harder to forget what you were doing.
Lomax gassed the tractor and connected the mowing attach-
ment. Within minutes the pleasant rhythm of the tractor and the
soothing moisture on his body and in the air settled him into the
routine of long mindless straightaways interrupted at either end
by the turns, which required his attention. It was getting hot early
and since there was no heavy work today he knew he would be en-
joying it by mid-afternoon—that gentle film of wetness that
accompanied you everywhere and comforted you as long as you co-
operated by not working too hard.
On one of his return trips Lomax stopped at the junkheap out
back behind the picket fence, where Dumo in the dumptruck took
loads of scrap from the workshop.
Lomax wondered what Dumo was up to now. Dumo had been
working there since he dropped out of high school. He knew the
place so well that he could take charge suddenly by summoning up
his vast knowledge of the place and announcing that this or that,
which had occurred to no one, had to be done immediately. Lomax
resented George and his projects because he pursued them
whether or not they were needed at the time and whether or not he
was permitted to do so. McFee would do nothing about Dumo be-
cause he was valuable, the only one willing to work more than a
single summer.
"I'm clearin' out that back room of the workshop," Dumo said.
"That place been a mess for a long time."
Out of the dumptruck he carefully removed pieces of broken
brick, beams with exposed nails, and parts of machinery long ago
discarded.
"Why do you sort the stuff so carefully?" Lomax asked.
"We have to know what we have case we every have to use it.
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Wood goes here, bricks and stones over there, and parts there.
Cover the parts with plastic tarp later,"
"What are you doing after that?"
"Wanna get high?"
"Sure," Lomax was hoping Dumo would say that. It was the
chance he was waiting for.
"Bill says to meet him by the drainage ditch. I'll be there when
I'm done with this," Dumo said.
Lomax drove to the drainage ditch, at the far end of the
cemetery, where Dole was laying a brick retaining wall on either
side of the steep part of the ditch, to arrest the process of erosion
along the banks. He had thought of the project so he could be in-
dependent of McFee and he had asked Lomax to help. They had
used a pile of concrete bricks that Dumo had stacked up out back
the year before. For the purpose of staying clear of McFee, the
project was so much work that it hardly seemed worthwhile. But
they enjoyed themselves until Lomax decided to strengthen the
bricks with more iron reinforcement bar than it turned out the
place could afford, and, when McFee found out, he was pissed at
Dole for wasting a lot of materials on one project. When Lomax
found out that McFee was pissed at Dole and therefore Dole was
pissed at Lomax, he left the project to Dole.
Lomax said, "The wall looks good. How did you learn to lay
bricks that well?"
"I didn't. Taught myself as I went along."
"Does McFee really believe we need it?"
"Of course we need a wall here," Dole said. "See all this clay?
Topsoil's been washed away. Unless we stop that the whole area
won't have anything but weeds growing on it. We have to make
this place look nice. Yep, what this place needs is this wall right
here."
Lomax looked at Dole's smile and told himself he should have
known the wall would have been better off weaker, so that it might
soon provide Dole with more of his own kind of work.
THEY SAW DUMO coming out, rumbling over the potholed
service road in the dumptruck which had no shocks, Dumo's
figure tossing behind the wheel, nearly launching through the
roof as he accelerated, the truck growling in low gear, with deaf-
ening crashes of metal on metal.
"If it wasn't for Dumo I'd be bored all the time around here,"
Dole said to Lomax.
"Time to get stoned!" Dumo said, leaping from the truck.
"You're already stoned," Lomax said. "Get out of here and go
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do some work."
"Hold on; this guy's been working hard," Dole said. He looked
at Dumo and cracked a smile, then produced his pipe and his pot.
Dumo said, "Yeah, I been moving bricks."
"See, he's been moving bricks," Dole said to Lomax.
"You like moving stuff, don't you?" Lomax asked Dumo.
"It's a job that had to be done," Dumo said.
"In a couple of hours this guy moved a roomful of stuff from
one place to another," Dole said to Lomax, "while you spent the
whole morning sitting on a tractor and driving it maybe ten miles
but haven't moved a damn thing further than where you were
when you started."
There was more to smoking with Dole than simply having fun,
and Lomax hated it, but on the job he made it work to his
advantage. Dumo would act like an imbecile and Dole might say
something regrettable. Lomax would carry on as usual, though
silently, as if in secret.
Dole inhaled at length on his pipe and passed it to Dumo. He
said, "Rich, you're getting a little too serious around here. You're
becoming more and more like McFee every day. I mean this tripod
bullshit."
"Got any other ideas?" Lomax asked.
"Yeah," Dole said, "I got this idea that instead of raising the
vault you'll end up driving the legs of the tripod into the ground."
"That hoist will lift a couple tons," Lomax said.
"But the two-by-eights won't," Dumo said.
"Those boards will hold up a house," Lomax said.
"But a tripod's never been tried before," Dumo said. "Long as I
been here, nobody's ever thought up anything like that."
"If you can waste time doing projects," Lomax said to Dumo,
"there's no reason I can't try to save time by thinking them up."
"Yeah, but you have to look like you're doing something," Dole
said. "Instead you're just standing around acting pompous. Like
McFee."
Lomax drew on the pipe Dumo handed him. The pleasant
morning veil of wetness lifted; what was once moist and limp was
now dry and brittle. He had wanted to patch up things but every-
thing was going wrong. He felt renewed contempt for Dole with
his cuts and Dumo with his petty wisdom,
"What's wrong with McFee?" Lomax asked.
"He's an all right guy," Dumo said.
"No, he's not," Dole said. "Since he became supervisor he gets
paid more than we do and he does less. He works on his own car all
the time but lets all the equipment around here go to hell."
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"The dumptruck works fine," Dumo said.
"But you do the same thing," Lomax said to Dole. "You go your
own way and never do what has to be done."
"Yeah, but I do something," Dole said. "McFee doesn't know
anything and he doesn't do anything. So he ends up letting you de-
sign stupid tripods."
"It wasn't all my idea," Lomax said.
"Don't gimme that," Dole said to Lomax.
"It's not McFee or me or anybody," Lomax said. "It's this
place. The only reason McFee is supervisor is because nobody else
wants to be."
"But he's still the supervisor," Dole said. "He's the one to get
pissed at."
"This looks pretty stupid," Dumo said. "Two trucks and a
tractor parked in the same spot. Three guys sittin' in a ditch doing
nothing."
The pipe came around to Lomax again. He inhaled and ex-
haled more than he inhaled. Leaning his head against the bank of
the ditch, he fixed his eyes on the horizon, where the heat
shimmers soothed the throbbing in his temples and behind his
eyes. The combined effect of the conversation and the pot made
him care little whether he went back to work or remained sitting;
the two choices seemed equally worthwhile. It distressed him that
he should ever take the work seriously, as if he were the super-
visor. Though McFee had the authority, he could do nothing
because he did not know what to do, which made him no different
from the others. At what point did this work matter? To whom?
Why?
WHEN IT WAS TIME for break they drove the vehicles to the
workshop. Lomax was slowest with the tractor. From a dis-
tance he watched McFee, hands on hips, probably asking Dumo
and Dole what they had done about the sod so far. Dumo stood with
his weight on one leg and Dole took off his bandana and wiped his
face with it, his hair maintaining the imprint around the middle of
his head.
When Lomax pulled up McFee told him, "An undertaker is
here for a surprise visit and these guys are too squeamish so you're
elected. While you're doing that we'll move the vault with the
tripod."
"Wait a minute; it's break time," Dole said.
You guys look like you already had your break," McFee said.
"It's hot out here," Dumo said. "We have to cool off."
"Do you think we look cool?" Dole asked. "Rich is cool. He can
stomach anything."
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"All in a day's work," Lomax said.
"Maybe you could work for him," Dole said to Lomax. "There's
more in it for you and it's even easier than sweating on a tractor.
And you'd work where it's air conditioned."
"Yeah," Lomax said, "but all that lifting. And the chemicals
are bad for your health."
Though they were still talking about him Lomax walked into
the crematory room. He had made his remark and had timed it
well enough; he was not too stoned. The undertaker was waiting
in the crematory room.
"Hi. I brought you some business straight from intensive care.
There's no service but I said they could have him by tomorrow
morning. Is that too soon?"
"No, that'll be fine. Let's put him right in."
Lomax opened the heavy metal doors and raised the concrete
block and the undertaker wheeled his cart parallel with the cart
that was always in the crematory room and he unzipped the ob-
long vinyl bag. He offered Lomax a pair of plastic gloves. "I think
he's clean, but you never know," the undertaker said.
"I never use them," Lomax said. He put a piece of plywood on
the cart, which had rollers on its surface. Lomax took the legs at
the calves and the undertaker took the shoulders and they moved
him from one cart to the other. Lomax wheeled the cart in front of
the opening to the crematory. Sliding the plywood along the rol-
lers of the cart, they pushed the body into the crematory. Lomax
lowered the concrete block and shut the metal doors and latched
them.
"Thanks," the undertaker said. "Be seein' ya."
Lomax turned on the lower burners and waited until they
warmed up then switched on the gas jets. He checked through a
small porthole to be sure there was no smoke. The first flames,
which completely obstructed his view through the window, died
down, and the blackened form expanded, the chest bloating, then
separating lengthwise, the viscera emerging, sizzling and
magnificently rising, culminating in a mound of ash, and suddenly
falling.
There would be no smoke for now; Lomax was glad for that.
He did not want anybody for miles around to know that a cre-
mation was going on. A man, having lost his life, was now losing
his familiar form. This event had an importance for Lomax which
he could not describe. He could only compare cremation to burial,
in which it was important that the body decompose in the soli-
tude of its own grave. It was not important to the body, but to those
who buried the body—and to everyone who believed in burying the
dead, on whose behalf Lomax believed he acted. Cremation was
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one of the few things this place was properly equipped to do, and
Lomax was determined to do it well.
LOMAX PUT THE CART back where it belonged and swept
the floor and emptied the waste can into the large bin outside.
He saw Dumo waiting in position with the pickup truck, ready to
back up under the vault which McFee had secured with heavy
cables connected to the hook on the hoist at the top of the tripod.
Dole waited to steady the vault. McFee heaved on the chain from
the hoist. The vault lifted a foot off the ground. Dole steadying it.
McFee heaved a few more times and the vault continued to rise
until one of the beams of the tripod snapped and the vault fell to
one side and broke into several pieces on the ground, Dole running
back to get out of the way and McFee standing among the pieces
with his hands at his sides and still holding the length of chain.
Dumo hopped out of the truck and said, "What happened?
What are we gonna do now?"
"We have plenty of vaults out back but no way to move them,"
McFee said.
Lomax came up and asked, "Where's that goddamn acetylene
torch?"
"Hanging on the hook by the workbench," Dump said, "but
there's no flints and hardly any fuel left in the tank."
"Fuck the flints," Lomax said.
Lomax went into the workshop and took the torch off the hook
and put on a pair of plastic goggles. If he could open the cabinet
where the tools were kept, maybe they could use the tools to get the
tractor running before the funeral. But no one knew how to repair
the tractor. He imagined himself and McFee crawling under it,
one with the owner's manual, the other with the tools, both hoping
for the best. No matter whose fault it was, or if no one was at fault,
not to be able to have a burial at a cemetery would be embarrasing
to everyone.
He opened the valve on the torch and produced a match. He
knew that what he was about to do was not a good idea, but in his
anger he lacked the patience to find anything more suitable than
what he had at the moment. And he had helped build the tripod,
which turned out to be a far worse idea than lighting a torch with a
paper match could ever be. Everybody else had stupid projects to
work on and it pained Lomax to know that his projects were not
only stupid but dangerous. If they ever got through the afternoon,
maybe they could start doing things right when it mattered. When
he put the lit match to the gas he felt the rush of the flame against
his knuckles. He went to work on the tool cabinet.
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Resurrection Quatrain
KELLY CHERRY
When I die, I'll sleep
In your heart like a bear in a cave.
Come spring, I'll leap
Forth from shadow, the loving grave.
marginalla (continued)
that they are unwilling to spend the time on the several readings a
good poem or story may require. Others are "too busy" to experi-
ment with unproven art; they must wait until some anthologist or
award-panel certifies a work before it is worth their time. I think
they are missing something—thefun of discovering an artist on one's
own—and I am glad for the opportunities I have had to experience
the first-hand thrill of personal discovery. To be able to say after
laboring through fifty manuscripts and forty-nine painful rejec-
tions, "Hey, This is good! Here's a talent."—that, as they say, is liv-
ing, really living. To be able to publish it and share it is a special
pleasure and privilege.
Although I will be moving next door to a different office and
different responsibilities, I do not expect to leave this magazine be-
hind me as a closed chapter of ray life. After all, I published myfirst
article, my first poem, and my first story here, and I have had some
association with the magazine since its founding in 1951. So I trust
that the new editor will find an occasional place where I can be
useful.
Speaking of the new editor, let me take this opportunity to in-
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troduce John Christopher Kleis. John is Associate Professor of
English at La Salle. As an Editorial Associate, he has been a dili-
gent reader of manuscripts for us for several years. His highly per-
ceptive and intelligent comments have been passed on by me to many
contributors, and have often helped a writer to realize the full poten-
tial of his material. I believe John's critical acumen and high stand-
ards will find both challenge and reward in the editor's chair. I hope
that he will grow to share as many friendships with writers as I
have developed over the years.
Such friendships, based on mutual respect, have been unantici-
pated benefits of the past seven years. What began as business cor-
respondence has often ripened into the chatter offriends sharing the
same interests, and I have been a vicarious participant in each of
"my" writers' acceptances and awards and have lent a sympathetic
ear to each tale of rejection or of writer's block.
This column, which began because I didn't know what else to put
on the reverse side of the Contents page, has turned out to be another
unanticipated benefit of the editorship. Under the pressures ofspace
limitations and deadlines, I have continued to learn the virtues of
conciseness and precision, not to mention the inspirational power of
a printer's deadline. I am grateful to all those who have taken the
trouble to tell me they have enjoyed these efforts of mine.
Finally, and at the risk of making this sound like an Academy
Award acceptance speech, I must thank one more person: by assum-
ing complete responsibility for the magazine during my leave. Act-
ing Editor Jim Butler made it possible for me to try to write a book.
It is now virtually finished, and if it fails to find a publisher I will
join in spirit with all those I have rejected over the years in bewail-
ing the stupidity and insensitivity of editors. If it succeeds, relief
pitcher Butler deserves to add a "save" to his already winning record.
End of thank-you notes, end of one editor's era.
—John Keenan
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MARY CLEARMAN, a professor of English at Northern Montana Col-
lege, last appeared here four years ago ("On the Hellgate"); that story
was among those cited in Best American Short Stories 1975. Since then her
collection of stories. Lambing Out and Others has been published by University
of Missouri Press; she has recently completed a now&X, Sister Coyote, and is now
working on the satires of Lord Byron. Oakes Ames Professor of English at
Grinnell College, M. M. LIBERMAN is the author of a book of stories, Maggot
and Worm. Village Voice recently published his article on jazz, and a chapter of
his book on Katherine Anne Porter will soon be anthologized by Robert Penn
Warren. ED PEACO lives in Mundelein, Illinois; this is his first appearance in
Four Quarters. SUSAN IRENE REA just graduated from the M.F.A. writing
program at Goddard and now teaches at Drexel University. The Latvian writer
HERTA KRAUJA published four collections of poetry before her death in 1967.
Original poetry and prose by INARA CEDRINS has appeared in numerous little
magazines, as have her translations from the Latvian; Columbia University
created a special category of Honorable Mention for her this year in its Transla-
tion Center Fellowship competition. HEIMITO VON DODERER (1896-1966) is
regarded as Austria's leading fictional artist since World War II. VINCENT
KLING—who teaches here at La Salle— provided the translations for a special
von Doderer issue of Chicago Review in 1974, as well as for a book of von
Doderer's short fiction, The Trumpets ofJericho, to be pubHshed by Engendra
Press, Montreal, in 1979. A frequent contributor to this and other literary
magazines, KELLY CHERRY is currently at the University of Wisconsin.
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